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„Phonological prominence", associated with stressed syllables and the left margin of 
(especially higher) prosodic constituents, is known to favor phonetic strength (enhancement 
of articulatory gestures, longer duration). The same positions have also been associated with a 
higher potential for contrast, explained sometimes in psycholinguistic terms. Speech 
processing is argued to be more efficient when the word-initial position, deemed especially 
important for word recognition, exhibits maximal phonological contrastiveness (Nooteboom 
1981). In OT, these effects are modeled by linking faithfulness to prominent positions 
(Beckman 1998). Phonetic strengthening is captured by "augmentation constraints", also 
linked to prominent positions (Smith 2004). The increased potential for contrast is considered 
a direct consequence of the perceptual salience resulting from strength due to prosodic 
prominence (Steriade 1995). 
 We aim to challenge the alleged correlation between phonetic strength and 
contrastiveness for the word-initial position. While indeed favoring phonetic strengthening, to 
be documented with the results of new acoustic studies (based on 400 speakers from Deutsch 
Heute (Brinckmann 2008)) of aspiration and glottalization in unstressed word-initial position 
(e.g. [th]ermín, [ʔɔ̰]rchéster), compared to the foot-internal syllable-initial position (Stá.[t]ik), 
Ché.[ɔ]ps), the following evidence from contrast (Deutsch Heute, Wells 2000) indicates a 
tendency to neutralize certain constrasts. The word-initial position was associated with 
neutralization first by Trubetzkoy (1939:212).   
 
 Unstable/no contrast word-initially   Stable contrast foot-internally 
Germ.  /pf/-/f/ (only /f/ for 50% of speakers) Hár./f/e-Kár./pf/en 
 /s/-/z/ (Span. [s]iesta  → [z]iesta) Mú./s/e-Mú./z/e 
 /tʃ/-/ʃ/ (Eng. [tʃ]ips → [ʃ]ips)  déu./tʃ/en-tä́u./ʃ/en 
 /ç/-/k/ (only /k/ for 30% of speakers (China, Chemie)) síe./ç/en-píe./k/en 
 /ʒ/-/ʃ/(French [ʒ]elatine → [ʃ]elatine) Ló./ʒ/e-kó./ʃ/er 

 
Engl. /θ/-/ð/ (only /θ/ in content words /θ/únder),  

             /ð/ in function words /ð/is) 
áu./θ/or-fá./ð/er 

 /ʒ/, /dʒ/ (French [ʒ]enre → [dʒ]enre) léi./ʒ/ure-lé./dʒ/ion 
 
Various approaches to solving the disparity documented here will be discussed, including the 
possibility of licensing by cue favoring contrast after stressed vowels. 
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